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MASSACHUSETTS DMV TEST MANUALWith proper preparation you can achieve maximum

success in your Massachusetts DMV license test on first sitting. DMV exam is not as hard as it

seem, but record has it that over 50% of test takers monthly make below average in their

scores.Having guided many test takers towards achieving success in their DMV exam, I

decided to put out this manual which will serve as a standard guide towards helping you pass

your DMV.With this guide there is no need to be afraid of failing as the questions contain there-

in are close enough to what you will be tested on.This test guide is divided into different section

of what you will be tested onThe General Question (76)Defensive driving (56)Road signs

(82)Traffic Control (75)Special driving condition (38)With over 300 question and answer in this

guide, you are sure of achieving an excellent result at the end of your test.You are strongly

advised to repeat each practical test until you can achieve a consistent score of 90% and

above.

"The bottom line is this: even if you, as a parent, are a lifelong, diehard baseball fan, you really

owe it to yourself and your son to read a copy of Just Baseball. While the game of baseball

may not have changed that much since you played, the truth is, the business of baseball has

changed dramatically, and continues to change. And if your boy has hopes to keep progressing

to the next level, Just Baseball is a very solid guidebook." - Rick Wolff, Ask Coach Wolff"The

bottom line is this: even if you, as a parent, are a lifelong, diehard baseball fan, you really owe

it to yourself and your son to read a copy of Just Baseball. While the game of baseball may not

have changed that much since you played, the truth is, the business of baseball has changed

dramatically, and continues to change. And if your boy has hopes to keep progressing to the

next level, Just Baseball is a very solid guidebook." - Rick Wolff, Ask Coach Wolff --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMike Just played baseball at all levels, from

Little League through high school, college and the pros. At Liberty University he was All-

Conference, hitting .379 and establishing the fielding record for assists in a single season. He

played at the professional level in the Frontier and Northern Leagues, where he led his teams

in batting, steals, and doubles. He now runs the Just Hits Professional Baseball and Softball

Instruction Academy in Westwood, New Jersey. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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MASSACHUSETTS DMV TEST MANUALPractice and Pass DMV Exams With Over 300

Questions And AnswersDonald FriasCopyrightThis book or any portion thereof may not be

reproduced or used in any way whatsoever without the written consent of the Author except for

the purpose of brief quotations for book reviews.Donald Frias ©2018DisclaimerThis book is

intended to be a general guide to help people prepare for and pass their Massachusetts dmv

exams.The author accepts no responsibility for any loss be it personal or financial, as a result

for the use or misuse of the information in this book. If you have any doubts or concerns after

reading this book, please reach out to the author or anybody of relevant authority.© Donald
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QUESTIONSROAD SIGNS80 QUESTIONSTRAFFIC CONTROL75 QUESTIONSSPECIAL

DRIVING CONDITION38 QUESTIONSANSWERS PAGEStudy GuideTesting

StrategyGENERAL QUESTIONS76 QUESTIONSWhen making a turn, you must _____ your

speed.A. IncreaseB. MaintainC. VaryD. ReduceWhen you drive in heavy fog during daylight

hours you should drive with yourA. Headlights off.B. Parking lights on.C. Headlights on low

beam.D. Headlights on high beam.This sign means?A. Warning of a winding road ahead.B.

Warning of a right curve ahead.C. Warning of merging traffic to the right.D. Warning of a right

turn ahead.Which of these vehicles must always stop before crossing railroad tracks?A. Tank

trucks marked with hazardous materials placards.B. Pickup trucks towing a boat trailer.C. Any

vehicle with 3 or more axles or weighing more than 4,000 pounds.As you drive, you are

required to stop your vehicle:A. At an intersection with a stop signB. Where there is a red

lightC. When a traffic officer orders you to stopD. All of the aboveChoose the best answer for

driving on a slipper surface with snow or ice.A. Allow less space than usual between you and

the car in front of youB. Use your parking lightsC. Pump your brakes to keep them from

freezingD. Drive slowly to avoid sudden turns or stopsIt is important to slow down:A. On narrow

or winding roadsB. At intersections or railroad crossingsC. When the road is wet or slipperyD.

All of the aboveCompared to driving during the day, driving at night is:A. Less dangerousB. No

more of less dangerousC. More dangerousD. Easier on your eyesThis sign means?A. A sharp

left curve warning.B. A sharp right curve or turn.C. V intersection ahead.D. 2 Lane traffic

ahead.What happens to your driver`s license if you refuse to take a chemical test (breath or

blood)A. There is no evidence to find you guilty of drunk driving.B. You cannot be arrested for

drunk driving.C. Your driver`s license will be taken away.D. None of these choices.If your brake

pedal suddenly sinks to the floor, you should firstA. Try to pump it to build up the pressure.B.

Shift into neutral and shut the engine off.C. Try to raise it by hooking your toe under it.D. Apply

the parking brake hard to stop the car.Roadways are the most slippery:A. During a heavy

downpour.B. After it has been raining for awhile.C. The first rain after a dry spell.If you have a

tire blowout, you should:A. Allow the steering wheel to move freelyB. Let the car slow to a

stopC. Continue driving until you reach a garageD. Brake hard to stop the car immediatelyTo

prepare for anything coming up in the road ahead, you should:A. Continually scan the entire

road and roadsidesB. Stare straight ahead at all timesC. Drive with your left foot resting lightly

on the brake pedalD. Maintain focus toward the middle of the roadThis sign means?A. Advance

warning of a cross intersection.B. X intersection ahead warning sign.C. No right turn warning.D.

Railroad crossing ahead warning sign.This sign means?A. Pedestrian crossing ahead.B.

School advance warning, you are entering a school zone.C. Pedestrians only, no vehicle

traffic.D. Pedestrians ahead warning sign.When faced with one oncoming car to the left and a

bicyclist to the right, you should:A. Pull onto the shoulderB. Split the differenceC. Let the car



pass and then pass the bikeD. Pass the bike quicklyPreparing to smoke and smoking while

driving:A. Do not affect driving abilitiesB. Help maintain driver alertnessC. Are distracting

activitiesD. Are not distracting activitiesAt what distance should you stop when you see active

crossing devices at the railroad crossing?A. A maximum of 50 feet and a minimum of 15 feet

from the nearest railroad trackB. At least 30 feet but not more than 100 feet from the nearest

trackC. At least 30 feet but not more than 50 feet from the nearest trackA bicyclist differs from a

motorist in that he is not required toA. Obey the same traffic laws.B. Signal all turns.C. Report

accidents resulting in serious injury.D. Insure the bicycle.A diamond-shaped sign is aA. Road

hazard sign.B. Interstate route sign.C. School crossing sign.D. Speed limit sign.This sign

means?A. No left turn.B. No u-turn.C. No right turn.D. No turn on red.The zero tolerance law

reduced the blood alcohol content (bac) from .08% to ____ for drivers under 21 to be charged

with driving under the influence.A. .02%B. .05%C. .07%D. .00%If you drive faster than other

vehicles on a road with one lane in each direction and continually pass the other cars, you

will:A. Get you to your destination much faster and safer.B. Increase your chances of an

accident.C. Help prevent traffic congestion.For a first conviction for driving under the influence

at any blood alcohol concentration level, you could:A. Lose your license for up to 5 yearsB. Be

required to conduct a public education class on the dangers of drunk drivingC. Be required to

drive with a restricted occupational licenseD. Pay a fine of at least $300A red and white

triangular sign at an intersection meansA. Slow down if an emergency vehicle is

approaching.B. Look both ways as you cross the intersection.C. Always come to a full stop at

the intersection.D. Slow down and be prepared to stop if necessary.If you are driving and a

dust storm blows across the freeway causing reduced visibility, you should reduce your speed

and turn on your:A. Emergency flashers.B. Parking lights.C. Head lights.D. HornWhat does a

slow moving vehicle emblem look likeA. A square red sign.B. A round green sign.C. A diamond-

shaped yellow sign.D. A triangular orange sign.You must use your headlights when other

vehicles are not visible from _____ feet away.A. 1000B. 1500C. 1800D. 1200The driver`s right

hand and arm are extended upward. This hand signal means that the driver plans toA. Turn

left.B. Turn right.C. Come to a stop.D. Go straight ahead.Which of these can help to maximize

fuel economy?A - Cruise controlB - Air suspensionC - Re-grooved TireD - Diff-lockA laminated

windscreen is one whichA - will not shatterB - does not mist upC - has a plastic layerD - cuts

down on glareYou are driving a long vehicle.Before turning left onto a main road you should be

ESPECIALLY careful of2 answers requiredA - cyclists alongside you on the leftB -

motorcyclists alongside you on the leftC - motorcyclists coming from your leftD - cyclists

coming from your leftA bus driver MUST not drive while3 answers requiredA - issuing ticketsB -

the doors are openC - wearing sunglassesD - giving changeE - passengers are standingF -

luggage is being carriedWhat basic rule applies when you're using a Truck?A - Use the lane

that has the least trafficB - Keep to the left-hand lane unless overtakingC - Overtake on the

side that’s clearestD - Try to keep above 50 mph to prevent congestionWhen should you use

hazard warning lights?A - To warn other drivers that you are towingB - Approaching queuing

traffic on a TruckC - When parked illegally on a busy roadD - To thank a driver for giving way to

youOverloading your vehicle can seriously affect the2 answers requiredA - gearboxB -

steeringC - handlingD - battery lifeE - journey timeAn emergency situation has arisen. For

safety reasons you will need to exceed the normal drivers' hours under EC rules. You shouldA -

continue with the same tachograph chart and write an explanation on the backB - remove the

tachograph chart and make a manual record of the rest of the journeyC - continue; there is no

need to give anexplanationD - remove the tachograph chart and inform your employer of the

reasonYou are about to overtake a motorcyclist. They look over their right shoulder.It is most



likely thatA - the rider intends moving to the rightB - something has fallen from the machineC -

the drive chain is slackD - the rear tyre is flatWhat could prevent air pressure building up in an

air brake system
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something on amazon.”

J. Reitzas, “Great study guide. Great book though one typo.”

The book by Eric Engle has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 14 people have provided feedback.
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